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Chapter 302 The Feeling of Despair 
I pointed at the three security guards in front of Chen 
Yuzhou and scoffed, "Get your men to 
move, or are you trying to take me on by getting 
these three to fight me?" 
The three men were annoyed by my words and 
rushed at me making fierce gestures. 
Chen Yuzhou remained silent, his expression 
thunderous. 
I laughed, wiped the edge of the coffee table, and 
punched downward. A large hole appeared in 
the middle of the wooden coffee table. 
The three of them stared dumbfounded as I asked, 
"Does Chen Yuzhou pay your medical fees 
too?" 
The three of them scrambled out of the way, 
enraging Chen Yuzhou and Su Xiaoqiang. 
What a joke. Chen Yuzhou and Rock had promised 
to kill me just now, but now I was walking 
freely, even safer than I would be on the road. 
"Zhang Chao, you'll come to a sticky end. Wait for it. 
My uncle won't let anything happen to me," 
warned Chen Yuzhou. 
Su Xiaoqiang took it one step further. She screamed 
after me, curses flowing out of her mouth. 



I had just left the room when I heard Chen Yuzhou 
swear loudly, followed by a crash, as if 
something large and heavy had hit the floor. 
The large and heavy object was none other than Su 
Xiaoqiang. She wailed out, "Darling, why did 
you shove me?" 
"Because I wanted to. What kind of game is your 
mother playing? She refused to help me even 
though I begged her. Does she look down on me 
because my father passed away? Your Su family 
are all crazy." 
Chen Yuzhou was slightly hysterical, but Su 
Xiaoqiang took his temper in her stride. 
"Darling, don't be angry. Zhang Chao is the one 
sowing discord in our family. How could my 
mother not help you? She gave you her most 
precious daughter—me." 
I was absolutely gobsmacked. Even though I could 
not see what was happening, I could imagine 
Su Xiaoqiang's expression when she said that. I had 
to admire Chen Yuzhou for bearing with it. 
"F, are you joking? Su Xiaoqiang, you're just as 
ridiculous as your mother. Look at you! How 
would I like you if there weren't any benefits? Why 
don't you look at yourself in the mirror? 
You're almost a hundred kilos and you have two 
double chins. Are you blind?" 



"Darling, how can you say that? Didn't you say that 
you liked me chubby and cute?" 
"I don't like you at all. Can't you tell that I'm lying to 
you? Of course I am. How could I like a 
hundred-kilo lump of lard? Gross. Su Xiaoqiang, you 
and your mother need to take a good look in 
the mirror. Based on your looks, I'm doing you a 
favor dating you. If I didn't want you, you'll be 
single forever!" 
"Chen Yuzhou, are you done? You told me that you 
liked my cute face and my princess-like 
personality!" she screeched back. 
Chen Yuzhou froze for a moment, then he cackled 
hysterically. "You thought it was real." Then, 
he huffed, "Go away. I've realized that you're not 
only ugly, you're stupid too. You can play along 
with your mother, I won't wait on you. I'm not afraid 
of Zhang Chao. My uncle is the deputy 
commissioner of the public security bureau. He'll 
help me." 
Just as he said that, I saw Zhang Mei in the 
distance. She was walking back. 
Her hands had not been bandaged yet, and she 
looked to be in a hurry. I wondered what happened. 
I hid in a corner, hoping to eavesdrop. Right now, 
the room was vibrating from the noise. Chen 
Yuzhou was being particularly nasty, and Su 
Xiaoqiang was screaming back. 



"There's a problem," Zhang Mei was saying as she 
rushed into the room, 
"Deputy Commissioner Xu Xiang has been 
arrested." 
"What?! Has there been a mistake?!" 
Chen Yuzhou practically leaped forward and almost 
tripped. 
Zhang Mei replied, "There can't have been a 
mistake. Men from the Commission for Discipline 
Inspection came to arrest him. Yuzhou, you need to 
come up with a plan." 
Even though she had said that she was severing ties 
with her daughter, the moment she heard that 
her son-in-law might be in trouble, Zhang Mei 
rushed back at once. 
Chen Yuzhou was struck speechless. The repeated 
blows were too much for him. 
Just then, Su Xiaoqiang suddenly slapped Chen 
Yuzhou. He was unable to react and pressed a 
hand to his cheek, staring at her unbelieving. 
Even Zhang Mei was stunned. The couple had been 
lovey-dovey and prepared to take on the 
world together not that long ago, but now violence 
had broken out. 
"Mom, this person is no longer my boyfriend. Don't 
bother with him and throw him out." 
Faced with a fuming Su Xiaoqiang, Chen Yuzhou, 
who had been speaking his mind freely, 



became afraid. 
He had to consider that if Xu Xiang had been 
detained, there was no one in the public security 
bureau to shield him. He had committed too heinous 
a crime. 
Now that Xu Xiang was detained, his only lifeline 
was Zhang Mei's lover, the actual 
commissioner of the public security bureau, 
Commissioner Qi. 
If the Commission for Discipline Inspection had 
detained Xu Xiang, they would probably not 
make a move against Commissioner Qi. 
Chen Yuzhou turned bashfully to Su Xiaoqiang. 
"Darling, I only said those things in a moment of 
anger. Don't dwell on them." 
She was not fooled by him and scoffed at him. "Why 
should I argue with you? I'm just an ugly 
hundred-kilo lump of lard. You were doing me a 
favor. Well thank you, there's no more need for 
you." 
If Su Xiaoqiang really broke up with him now, Chen 
Yuzhou was really dead. 
"Darling, Honey, don't be like that. I'll treat you 
amazingly after we get married. I'll give you 
whatever you like to eat. I'll always make you 
happy." 
She screamed back at him, "Let go of me! Mom, get 
him away from me!" 



Su Xiaoqiang was stupid, but not mean. 
After enduring Chen Yuzhou's scolding, she refused 
to even speak to him. 
Zhang Mei had probably guessed what had 
happened. She petted Su Xiaoqiang's hair and 
comforted her. 
Hiding in my corner, I assumed that they had 
arrested Xu Xiang because they had found a lot of 
incriminating evidence in Rock's phone. 
Xu Xiang's arrest was the formal beginning of the 
whole operation. 
Two security guards dragged Chen Yuzhou out. He 
yelled as he went, "You bastards, traitors. 
When I make my comeback, you'll get your 
comeuppance!" 
He had not realized that he was the treacherous one 
here. 
The security guards had been planning to bring him 
downstairs via the elevator, but as the door 
opened, someone dressed in a suit rushed out and 
headed for Zhang Mei. 
"Boss, there's a real problem. Commissioner Qi has 
been taken by the Commission for Discipline 
Inspection too." 
"What?!" Zhang Mei could not believe her ears. She 
gaped so wide that you could fit a fist in her 
mouth. 



I was not surprised. Once they started, they would 
take all of them. 
I had warned Tsai Xiaobing to arrest all the high-
ranking corrupt police officers in Tong City in 
one fell swoop. 
Regardless of how long those two could be 
detained, as long as they were held for more than 
twenty-four hours, they could not interfere with our 
plan tomorrow. 
I did not have time to continue eavesdropping. I 
needed to contact Tsai Xiaobing and assist him to 
transfer all the men hidden in the village nearby into 
the city proper. 
Lady Of The Night was now a scene of chaos. How 
could Zhang Mei not panic when 
Commissioner Qi was arrested? 
And Chen Yuzhou was the picture of despair. The 
two men who could help him were now both 
locked up too. Who could save him now? 
I hurried out of Lady Of The Night and stopped by a 
payphone along the road. My first call went 
out to Ayu to get an update on the situation. 
"No way, Brother Zhang, you're too cool. What a 
move! So this is what the special forces are 
about!" 
"Haha, if there's another chance, I'll bring you along. 
Where are you now?" 



Ayu replied, "With Brother Baldie. They're talking 
upstairs." 
Zhao Zichen was probably discussing tomorrow's 
route with Rock. 
This was a crucial moment. I had to confirm that my 
information was correct. 
I went to the address Ayu gave me and arrived in 
front of a two-story building. 
It would have been better if I had not come. When I 
arrive, I was shocked. 
It was Woodfire Wonton. 
 


